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Introduction:
 
 

Amoeba proteus have the capability to move. A key organelle involved in the whole process is the cytoskeleton and more specifically,

 actin. The actin allows the cell to produce cell membrane extensions, pseudopodia, that Amoeba p. use to pull them in a direction. Beyond

 movement, actin provides other vital functions, such as maintaining cell shape. (Diwan, 1998) Actin allows for pseudopodial formation, by

 expanding the plasma membrane, by polymerizing and depolymerizing, a.k.a. gel to sol. The pseudopodia form in the sol phase. Once the

 pseudopodia are formed the actin shifts back towards the gel phase the Amoeba p. can pull itself along the pseudopodia. (Amoeboid movement,

 2004) The expansion of the membrane happens by the diffusion of water. In the gel phase, the actin is all polymerized (Diwan, 1998) and therefore

 there is a very small concentration gradient compared to the external environment and so there is little to no flow of water into that area. In the sol

 phase, the actin is depolymerized (Diwan, 1998) and that creates a huge concentration gradient within the area. Water flows in to the area to dilute

 the actin monomers which pushes the membrane out at that area and creating a pseudopod. Microtubules prevent the pseudopod from shrinking by

 polymerizing into the area. At the same time in another area of the cell, actin shifts back towards the gel phase and water flows out which cause the

 membrane in the area to shrink back down. At the same time the microtubules will depolymerize. (Cooper and Hausman, 2007) When gel to sol is

 put together, the cell will “crawl.” With all that in mind, the whole cell will swell and become more spherical when all the actin is depolymerized,

 by Cytochalasin B for example.

It has been proven that a sphere maximized volume while minimizing surface area. When the pseudopodia are formed, there are no

 phospholipids added or removed from the cell membrane, the membrane just gets pushed out. (Cooper and Hausman, 2007) Therefore, surface area

 will remain constant, ignoring regulatory changes. Cytochalasin B only causes actin to depolymerize. (Fermentek, 2008) It does not affect the

 number of phospholipids within the cell membrane. That means even with Cytochalasin B, the surface is still held constant. When all the actin

 breaks down in the cell, it will fill with water and cause the Amoeba p. to increase in volume. Therefore the only way the cell can deal with the

 increase in volume without bursting is to become more spherical which will look like swelling.

To help confirm this, Cytochalasin B was introduced to Amoeba proteus. There was one control and one experimental.

 

 

Materials and Methods:

Materials
 

There were two Amoeba proteus and each was in individual flow chambers sealed on two sides with VALAP. One flow chamber was for

 the Control and the other was for the Experimental. The drug used was Cytochalasin B which was dissolved in Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). All
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 the data was gathered by a Nikon Eclipse E400 microscope with a Spot Insight Firewire 2 camera and software. With the images taken, Adobe

 Photoshop CS2 v.9.0.2 was used to add scale bars and crop pictures. Finally, ImageJ 1.41 was used to get the proper pixel measurements to make

 the proper calculations for the size of the Amoeba p.

 

 

 

Methods
 

The flow cells that contained the test subjects held about 150 µL of fluid. The Cytochalasin B was used at a concentration of 40 µg/mL

 within DMSO, a solvent. Ideally that would be the concentration of Cytochalasin B within the Experimental flow cell. All data, images, was

 recorded on the 10x objective lens. Each image was taken once and the initial and final had a time difference of approximately half an hour.

 Afterwards, the images had scale bars added and cropped using Adobe Photoshop CS2. Next, ImageJ was use to measure the scale bar pixels and

 by using ratios (scale bar distance / pixels length of scale bar = unknown length / diameter in pixels) the diameter distance could be found. The

 scale was measured at 10x so there were not conversion factors. The pictures were enlarged to increase the precision of the pixel measurements.

 The two specimens were not the same size, but because only size increase mattered, it was converted to a percent increase.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Results:
 

Figure 1: The Control at in the initial part of the experiment. (Line represents distance measured.)
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Figure 2: The Experimental at in the initial part of the experiment. (Line represents distance measured.)
Note: The 2 Amoebas p. were very similar with pseudopodial formations and central body shapes.

Figure 3: The Control at the end of the experiment. (Line represents distance measured.)
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Figure 4: The Experimental at the end of the experiment. (Line represents distance measured.)
Note: The 2 Amoebas p. have very different pseudopodial formations and central body shapes.

 
 

 

Discussion:
 

My hypothesis was confirmed by these results. The results were exactly what were expected. The Experimental had a much larger body

 diameter increase, 60% greater. In addition, it became much more spherical in shape. It is assumed to be due to the volume increase from the

 inflow of water.

The cell diameter was measure in thinnest cross section through the nucleus, center of cell. However, the nucleus was not clearly visible so

 it was assumed that it would show up as a lighter or darker spot.

There has to be more tests done to reduce error. The two final images can both be of the exact same cell shape. They could have both

 pancaked and the Control may be vertical while the Experimental remained flat. Another chance for error is that the Experimental spent much more

 time on the microscope and was therefore exposed to more heat due to the light source which could end up causing protein to denature and become

 non-functional, actin is a protein. A different cause for error may have been because the Control was never exposed to dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO).

 In addition, the Experimental final cell shape may have happened by mere chance and had nothing to do with exposure to Cytochalasin B.

If another experiment were to be run to further confirm the hypothesis multiple different Amoeba proteus all on individual microscopes
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 and exposed to DMSO. At the same time other Amoeba p. would be keep away from a heat source to stay at room temperature and only put on the

 microscopes when measurements were needed.
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